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Warning: This book can CHANGE your life!Ebooks have become a billion dollar industry, outselling

physical books every single month on . Every day, authors are making incredible money taking

advantage of this radical shift in publishing. They are doing it with ZERO start-up costs, minimal

time investment, and with little to no previous experience in writing.Hidden away in private online

communities, these authors trade secrets and methods they are using to write short and simple

romance and erotic stories that are making them thousands upon thousands of dollars. These

authors are quitting their job, making four and five figure monthly incomes, and they are doing it all

on just a few hours of work every day! They are making money writing naughty! You could too, if

you knew their methods.THIS BOOK CHANGES EVERYTHING!Ava Bonde will take you behind the

scenes, peeling back this veil of secrecy and teaching you STEP BY STEP how to write yourself a

new career. She will lead you as you write your first erotic short story, format it for publishing, and

publish your very first ebook at the biggest markets available. This isn't a book full of motivational

phrases and wishes, this book gives you the ENTIRE secret recipe for success. As you read and

follow the directions book you will see -your- very first sales after just a few hours of work, and begin

your new career.This book will begin making you money the MOMENT you finish it, and the sky is

the limit. You will watch as your sales go from one, to one thousand. In no time at all your writing

income can outpace your evil day job, and you can become the professional paid author you always

dreamed of, branching out into any genre of writing you please. Even better, those sales will

continue day and night for years to come, even if you choose to sleep, go on vacation, or stop

writing altogether. Writing for a living creates a passive income unlike almost any other!Let Ava

Bonde show you the easy way to break into this incredible business. Don't waste time trying to write

huge and complicated books, burning out as your inexperienced hand falters on page 100. Ava will

show you how just a couple hours of your time in a SINGLE afternoon can turn your words into cold

hard cash. She will teach you the secrets of pricing, marketing, and positioning your book for the

maximum response. This isn't a book full of wishes, it will lead you straight to water and teach you

how to drink. NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. Ava Bonde will show you an easy way to put together

your first successful book, even if you've never written before.NO MONEY REQUIRED. Ava Bonde

will teach you how to leverage free tools and free self publishing to make tens of thousands of

dollars in your spare time.MINIMAL TIME REQUIRED. Ava Bonde will show you how she quit her

day job and makes a comfortable four figure income with just a few hours of work every week.NO

GRAPHICS ARTS SKILL REQUIRED. Ava Bonde will teach you the secrets of creating a fantastic

book cover without spending a SINGLE second in an image editing program.Don't hesitate, there



has -never- been a better time to become a self-made author. Warning: This book is meant for

adults 18+ and contains adult themes. This book involves writing romance and erotic literature as a

career.
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It does give some first hand experience that might be interesting, but nothing you would not really

figure out yourself from writing a book and publishing it.The author has some typos in the book and

his/her language (this person claims a female pen name is more profitable) is sort of lowbrow, which

kind of gives you the feeling this whole book was rushed and a labor of lusting for some extra

cash.It pretty much just tells you to look at what is popular right now on kindle, mimic that and

publish it with a stock picture. Using a pen name. It gives some interesting info on how to price it

and how to write the title and content description without having it blocked by the adult filter.It

doesn't give any valuable information on how to write erotica, but if you are looking for a short

unofficial manual on how to sell your books on kindle, smashwords etc, but you are too lazy to just

google some of the details then this is really up your alley.



I have always wanted to publish my own short stories, but as a busy mom and teacher, I have no

time to muddle through the intricacies of self-publishing. 'Making Money Writing Naughty' to the

rescue! This book doesn't teach you how to write, that part you need to come by naturally, but it

does break down the process and options of self-publishing into easy, bite-sized chunks. So what if

she only wrote it to make a few quick bucks? What a great first-hand example of what the book

proports and encourages! With Ava's direction, I just wrote and edited my first short story in two

days, and had it up for sale as of this morning. She helped me accomplish something I had been

thinking about doing for years! Thank you Ava!

The author was very enthusiastic which was nice, She gave really good info on how to format my

short stories but was missing tangible resources for the writer who already knows how to write and

submit e books on kindle. Make Money Selling Erotic E books by Molina Storm has a lot of

resources to use (I highly recommend it) I think they are both great if you use them together.

This is a good book. I got some really usable information but more than anything else the

encouragement was enough to get me started on the keyboard. Read the book and was publishes a

couple of days later.

Well, I mean ok what's in this book I couldn't get from kindle boards or whatever? Nothing. I wish I

hadn't bought this, I want to write the same kind of books I enjoy reading but you should go with

something like Writing a Romance Novel For Dummies or 2k to 10k: Writing Faster, Writing Better,

and Writing More of What You Love which by the way both are good. This book doesn't help you to

write at all. Learn from my mistake and don't buy this garbage.This book is the book equivalent of

infomercials or something, it's terrible. I am kinda surprised the author didn't suggest "just copy

paste from literotica and then control F to replace the names", it's that bad.

A a explains everything you need to know and gives that burst of encouragement that fits me to

publish my first book in a series that I've wanted to do for years. Immediately after editing my first

and publishing it, I started number two!

I really appreciated the bundling of this info into one book. It told me everything I need to know to

start publishing. She explains things very simply and clearly...and in a very motivating way! Thank

you. This little book is gold.



The author is easy to understand and encourages you throughout the book. I enjoyed it very much,

and already finished my first book! If you are flirting with the idea of writing in this genre, read this

book, she will give you the confidence to do it!
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